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CARRIER POWER TO NOISE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY AS A RATIO AND A LIMITING REQUIREMENT



INTRODUCTION The term Signal to Noise ratio (S/N), when used in satellite communications engineering, properly refers to the ratio of signal power to noise power at the receiver output. It is sometimes known as the post-detector or destination signal to noise ratio, it is a base-band term. The corresponding ratio at the input to the detector is usually known as the Carrier to Noise Ratio (C/N). The relationship between these two ratios is the processing gain of the receiver, which we might describe as KR. 10 log10



S C = 10 log10 + 10 log10 (K R ) N N



Allowances can also be made for the effects of pre-emphasis or other weightings (e.g. Psophometric weighting which attempts to weight noise performance to the audio response of humans). However, in data communications systems Eb/No (the ratio of the signal energy per bit, to noise energy) is perhaps of greatest interest, particularly when this can be quoted for a certain Bit Error Rate (BER). The facility to quantify the performance of any system without knowledge of the occupied bandwidth accounts for yet another, but most important ratio C/No (the ratio of Carrier power to Noise power spectral density). This ratio is often associated with satellite communications systems. Indeed, knowledge of the required C/No value enables a parametric study for a given satellite communications link and the eventual choice of system values (e.g. antenna gain or receiver noise temperature). The system designer will have the customer's requirements at hand (e.g. analogue voice, high fidelity music, TV, or perhaps digital versions of the former, data etc). Associated with each form of telecommunications is the acceptable (according to the end user) value of S/N. From this, and knowledge of the modulation technique, the C/N value, for acceptable performance, can be found. Thus the designer has a minimum C/No value that applies for the current circumstances. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
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ANALOGUE SYSTEMS For all analogue systems: C = CB



N0



, where B represents the occupied Bandwidth



N



Typical modulation methods are Amplitude Modulation (AM, DSB(sc), SSB), Angle Modulation (FM, PM), some typical schemes are now described in more detail. (a) VOICE COMMUNICATIONS Assuming a telephone quality service, the usual bandwidth (with allowance for guarding) is 4kHz and the normal value of delivered signal to noise is 30dB. SSB The single sideband will occupy 4kHz, there is no processing gain. Now 4kHz corresponds to 36 dBHz and the received signal to noise ratio in the 4kHz must be 30dB. æ C ö çç ÷÷ = (30 + 36 ) = 66 dB N è 0 ø dB PHASE MODULATION Clearly, the modulated signal bandwidth depends on the peak phase modulation of the carrier. If we take a 4kHz baseband signal, when modulated will approximately occupy 10kHz, corresponding to 40dBHz. It may be shown that at this deviation ratio, the processing gain from the receiver is 7.45dB.



æ C ö éS ù çç ÷÷ = ê ú − [k R ] + [B ëN û è N N ø dB æ C ö çç ÷÷ = è N N ø dB



{[30 ] − [7 . 45 ] + [40 ]} =



] 62 . 55 dB



FREQUENCY MODULATION As is widely known, FM systems fail dramatically below threshold. Normally, a system will operate just above threshold with a deviation ratio selected to give the required output signal to noise ratio. It may be shown that for a 30db signal to noise ratio, and a deviation ratio of 4, the corresponding C/N value is 6.2dB (whilst 6.2dB is the theoretical value, a more practical value is 9.5dB). For these values the occupied value of the modulated signal may be taken as 32kHz, which corresponds to 45dBHz. æ C ö ÷÷ çç = è N N ø dB SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS



{[9 . 5 dB ] + [45



dBHz



]} =



54 . 5 dBHz
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PCM (DATA) MODULATION A PCM voice channel using 64kbps, and assuming a BER of which implies a signal to noise ratio of 9.5dB, requires a of 57.5 dB.



b) BROADCAST (ANALOGUE) TELEVISION Until recently, TV signals were normally sent using analogue techniques. In terrestrial systems the usual mode is vestigial side-band (a form of AM), whereas systems using geosynchronous satellites tend to use FM. According to the WARC 1977 TV standards, a good quality TV picture requires a minimum signal to noise ratio of 45dB for 0.1% of any month (and a minimum of 53dB for 1% of any month) in a base-band bandwidth of about 6MHz (including chrominance and a sound sub-carrier). Now 6MHz corresponds to 67.8dBHz. So an AM system has a requirement of:



æ C çç è N0



AM



ö ÷÷ = 45 + 67 . 8 = 112 . 8 dBHz ø dB



If FM is used, the occupied bandwidth will depend on the required deviation ratio. For example, if the deviation ratio is 3.5, then an acceptable value for the occupied bandwidth is about 30MHz. The WARC state that a carrier to noise of 14dB is required (for 99% of worst month in a bandwidth of 27MHz). æCö the çç ÷÷ is given by: è N0 ødB æ C ö çç ÷÷ N 0 ø dB è



æ C çç è N 0



ö ÷÷ ø



æ éC ù = çç ê ú + è ëN û



= 14



+ 75



(B )ö÷÷ ø



= 89 dBHz



dB



When baseband PAL system I is used, with a deviation ratio of 3.5, the occupied bandwidth is 30MHz and a working signal to noise ratio is 40dB, corresponding to a C/N of about 15dB. Without allowances for Psophometric weightings or emphasis regimes, the æçç C ö÷÷ is given by: è N0 ødB



æ C ö çç ÷÷ è N 0 ø
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=



(15 ) + (75 ) =



90 dBHz



dB
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DIGITAL SYSTEMS For digital systems;



æ C çç è N 0



ö E ÷÷ = N ø



b



R



D



0



where RD represents the data rate At base-band, one common form of data communications employs bipolar signals, +VS to represent a data one level and -VS to represent a data zero level.. The optimum detector is a matched filter followed by a decision circuit which determines whether a signal is positive or negative. In an optimal arrangement, and assuming Gaussian noise (but no interference), a signal to noise ratio of 11.4 dB results in a B.E.R. of . 1 . 10 − 4 Similarly, a S/N of 12.5dB results in a BER of 1 . 10



−5



More meaningful comparisons can be made using the ratio of signal energy to noise energy. The signal is described by the energy per bit (Eb), whilst noise is described in terms of the single sided noise power spectral density (N0). Values for E b versus BER for different schemes N0 are as shown. Note that value of



Eb is 3dB down on the S/N value. Hence, the value of N0



as previously described
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æ C çç è N 0



ö E ÷÷ = N ø



b



R



C is readily found N0



D



0
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Comparison of Some Digital Modulation Waveforms Table A BER = 1 x 10-4 Waveform



OOK (coherent detector) QAM FSK BPSK (coherent detector) QPSK 8-ary PSK 16-ary PSK 16-ary APK (4-QAM) 32-ary APK (8.QAM) 64-ary APK (16-QAM)



Theoretical (bits per Hz)



Practical (bits per Hz)



1 2 1 1 2 3 4 4 6 8



0.8 1.7



11.4dB 8.4dB



12.5dB 9.5dB



0.8



12.5dB



11.8 dB



0.8



8.4dB



9.4dB



1.9



8.4dB



9.9dB



2.6 2.9 3.1 4.5



11.8dB 16.2dB 13.1dB 17.8dB 22.4dB



12.8dB 17.2dB 13.4dB 18.4dB



Theoretical



æ Eb ö ç ÷ çN ÷ è 0ø



dB



Practical dB



æ Eb ö ç ÷ çN ÷ è 0ø



a



Table A a Discriminator detection.
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CCIR Comparison of Common Modulation Methods Table B System



Amplitude Modulation



Phase Modulation, Coherent c Detection



Phase Modulation, Differentially Coherent Detectionc



Frequency Modulation, Discriminator f Detection



Variant Full-carrier binary double-sideband with envelope detection Double-sideband, Suppressed-carrier Two binary channels in quadrature with differentially coherent detection. Double-sideband, Suppressed-carrier Two binary channels in quadrature with differentially coherent detection. Single-sideband binary, a Suppressed-carrier Vestigial-sideband binary, Suppressed-carrier a with coherent detection Vestigial-sideband binary, Reduced-carrier a with coherent detection Vestigial-sideband binary, Suppressed-carrier 50% AM a with envelope detection



W(dB) 17



b



Bandwidth FB



d



Remarks Simple, wasteful of bandwidth High signal power Fairly complex Tolerant to distortion



10.5



0.5FB



12.8



0.5FB



Fairly simple Fairly sensitive to distortion



10.5



0.05FB



11.3



0.6FB



Complex Loss of low baseband frequencies Fairly complex



11.8



0.6FB



Fairly simple



17.8



0.6FB



Simple, subject to pulse distortion High signal power



Two-level



10.5



FB



Fairly simple, wasteful of bandwidth Tolerant to distortion



Four level Eight level



10.5 13.8



0.5FB 0.333FB



Two-level



11.2



FB



Fairly simple, tolerant to distortion. Complex, economic of bandwidth Sensitive to distortion. Simple, wasteful of bandwidth Fairly tolerant to distortion



Four-level



12.8



0.5FB



Eight-level



16.8



0.333FB



Two-level



13.4



FB



Three-level (duo-binary) Four-level



15.9 20.1



FB 0.5FB



Eight-level



25.5



0.333FB



Two three-level class 1 partial response channels in quadrature 16-level quadrature a Amplitude modulation



13.5



0.5FB



17



0.25FB



e



e



Fairly simple Fairly sensitive to distortion Complex, high signal power Economic of bandwidth Sensitive to distortion. Simple Wasteful of bandwidth Fairly simple Fairly simple High signal power Complex, high signal power Economic of bandwidth Fairly simple Economic of bandwidth Fairly simple Economic of bandwidth Sensitive to distortion.
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Eb dB N0



Method



11.4 8.4 11.9 11.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 10.5 9.3 11.4 11.7 4.5



Unipolar Baseband Bipolar Baseband Full Carrier AM envelope detection Full Carrier AM coherent detection Suppressed Carrier AM coherent detection Phase modulation coherent detection 2 phase Phase modulation coherent detection 4 phase Phase modulation coherent detection 8 phase Phase modulation differential detection 2 phase FM coherent detection FM phase lock loop Phase modulation 4 phaseand Viterbi codingX



Table C



Table giving Eb/No for different Transmission Techniques at a bit error rate of 1.10-4



Required C/No (dBHz)



Data rate (BPS)



49.3 59.3 69.3 79.3 89.3



10k 100k 1M 10M 100M Table D



Carrier to Noise PSD requirements for standard colour TV Required C/N0 for Colour TV



Method



107.8 dBHz 89 dBHz 84.4 dBHz



AM FM Digital Table E
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Appendix to Table B a. The maximum steady-state signal power depends on the shape of the modulating pulses. These figures are therefore based on average power. b. Pe = 10−6 c. All digital phase modulation may be obtained directly by phase modulation or indirectly by methods of amplitude or frequency modulation. d. Reconsideration of the validity of the remarks is desirable. e. The design factor F in this case can be close to the value of 1. This effective reduction in necessary bandwidth is achieved at the expense of a greater number of transmitted levels for a given number of input levels, or equivalently, at a greater value of W for a given error rate. f. The adaptation of analogue frequency radio relay systems for the transmission of digital signals seems feasible at the present time for gross bit rates in the medium capacity range. For frequency shift keying (FSK) the bandwidth given by the relation FD + BR is used by one Administration and includes the peak frequency deviation. x. Half rate convolutional coding and Viterbi coding.
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